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Target Audience
Professionals with 5+ years experience

My Goals for You
Be able to talk about what things outside 
of adventure skills are needed to advance 
to positions with greater responsibility in a 
campus recreation or similar environment.



Learning Outcomes
At the conclusion of the presentation, participants will: 

Articulate 4-5 skills and experiences 
needed to move to higher level positions

Discuss possible roadblocks to upward 
mobility

Design a personal roadmap that can be 
followed to advance to desired goals



Around here, we don’t look 
backwards for very long.  We keep 
moving forward, opening up new 
doors and doing new things… and 
curiosity keeps leading us down 

new paths.





Are you a Adventure 
Recreation Professional who 
works with students or a …

Student Development Professional 
who works in adventure recreation?



First Adventures



















The first day on the job is 
when you start preparing for 

the next one



































The End





















Tim Minchin – Live to Learn Speech

• You don’t have to have a dream – be micro ambitious 

• Don’t seek happiness – make others happy

• It’s all luck –be ready

• Exercise - move

• Be hard on your opinions – examine and be open

• Be a teacher – you are!

• Define yourself by what you love – you do!

• Respect people with less power than you

• Don’t rush – it will be over before you know it





Experiences to Seek Out



Leading Departmental 
Trainings



Committees Outside 
the “Norm”



Assessment and Learning 
Outcomes



Supervising Outside 
Your Expertise



Teaching Academic Classes



Say Yes to Jobs Other Say No



others ….



Transferable  Skills 



Leading People



Risk Management



Facility Management 
and Planning



Hard Skill and 
Soft Skill Training



Marketing Skills



Business Skills



Logistics and Organization



roadblocks to upward mobility





helping you to help the boss





build an effective working a relationship



know your boss's goals and objectives



understand the pressures of your boss



help, don’t hinder effectiveness



know your boss’s strengths and weaknesses



keep your boss informed



make decision making easy



personal roadmap





Learning Outcomes
At the conclusion of the presentation, participants will: 

Articulate 4-5 skills and experiences 
needed to move to higher level positions

Discuss possible roadblocks to upward 
mobility

Design a personal roadmap that can be 
followed to advance to desired goals



Our deepest calling is to grow into 
our own authentic self-hood, 

whether or not it conforms to some 
image of who we ought to be. As 

we do so, we will not only find the 
joy that every human being seeks--

we will also find our path of 
authentic service in the world. 

— Parker J. Palmer
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